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President’s Message

Fall Conference November 16
Keynote Speaker Announced
Space Limited - Register NOW!

It’s Already Fall - 2018 Is Flying By

NMNPC
celebrates
NP week
this year
at El Monte
Sagrado in
Taos with
a dinner November 15 & a full day
of CE on November 16. Our keynote
speaker will be Dr. Carolyn Montoya
who will present Navigating Your
Scope of Practice: Keeping Your
Patients Safe & Your License Intact.
Webinar option available. For more
information on page 8 or click here
to register.

APRN Compact Information
The NMNPC Board of Directors has
been working with our lobbyist to analyze the proposed Advanced Practice Registered Nurse Compact. The
Compact is concerning for a number
of reasons & the Board urges all NPs
& other APRNs to become familiar
with the issues. For more information
& links to documents, see page 14.

NMBON Converts to Nursys for
License Renewal & Verification
The New Mexico Board of Nursing
has moved all licensure & license
verification processes to Nursys. For
more information, see page 14.

NMNPC is spending the
year working for NPs in NM
Amanda Conley, FNP-BC

F

all is my favorite time of year.
Although it’s amazing how fast
the year is passing, we’ve filled
the time with efforts to strengthen
and unite the voices of NM’s NPs.

Advanced RN Compact
The APRN compact for multi-state
practice is a hot topic and as
currently proposed NMNPC does
not support it. We’ve working to
become knowledgeable about it so
we can clearly articulate concerns.
There’s more information on the
Compact in this issue and on our
website to help NPs understand it.

Hospital privileges for NPs
Hospital privileges with voting
membership on medical staffs is
long overdue for NPs. Las Cruces
area NPs appear to be getting close
to this goal. NMNPC is sending our
lobbyist, Linda Siegle, to Las Cruces
in October to meet with NPs and
hospital staff to educate affected
groups and facilitate this process.
We’ll keep you posted on developments as they occur.

Nursys
Nursys is the new license verification and renewal system

adopted by the NM Board of Nursing (NMBON). It’s now active and
NMNPC strongly suggests verifying
that your information transferred
correctly. As
with all new
systems,
there have
been glitches
so check
now before
you need to
renew your
license. Direct
questions to
NMBON staff
members Monica Miller at (505)
841-9044 or William Duran at (505)
841-9051.

Fall Conference
Our fall conference will be November 16 in Taos. Because we limit
registration at this conference, it
fills up fast so register soon.

Appreciation
My thanks to our board for the
hard work they’ve completed
recently, including to our stellar
Regional Representatives for the
effort they’ve put into building their
teams. This organization is growing
both in numbers and dedication,
and therein lays our strength. See
you in Taos on November 16!

Childhood Obesity
Awareness Month
The Childhood Obesity Epidemic
New Mexico is addressing
health issues related to
childhood obesity
Kathy Lopez-Bushnell APRN,
EdD, MPH, MSN

A

n epidemic of obesity in children and youth that began in
the 21st century has resulted
in policymakers ranking it as one
of the most critical public health
threats in the United States. According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC),
the obesity rate in 2016 based on
self-report varied from state to
state, but in all states was greater
than 20% of adults and in 25 states
it was greater than 30% (CDC Prevalence Map). Experts predict that by
2030 half of all Americans will be
obese if current trends continue.
The increasing prevalence of
obesity is most alarming when
viewed in the context of its impact
on overall health.

Issues associated with obesity
Obesity increases the risk of many
serious health conditions including:
• coronary heart disease
• stroke
• high blood pressure
• Type 2 diabetes
• cancer (such as endometrial,
breast and colon cancer)
• high HDL cholesterol
• high triglycerides
• liver and gallbladder disease
• sleep apnea
• respiratory problems
• osteoarthritis
• reproductive health compli-

cations such as infertility and
depression.
Obesity and associated health
problems also increase medical
costs and indirect costs resulting from decreased productivity,
disability, absenteeism and loss of
future income due to premature
death. Estimates of annual medical
expenditures attributable to obesity
have risen to 10% of all annual
medical spending, or as much as
$147 billion per year.
Some groups within the population are more seriously affected
by the determinants of obesity,
which may contribute to obesity
health disparities. For example,
food deserts
are areas that
have high
rates of difficulty getting
fresh vegetables and
fruits. Studies indicate
that those
food deserts
encourage
unhealthy
eating, are
tied to obesity
and found
most often in
low-income,
rural and minority neighborhoods.

Obesity in children & adolescents
The approach to assessment of
body mass index in children and
teenagers is different than the
approach in adults. Because growth

patterns differ, BMI in youth is age
and gender specific. BMI-for-age
categories are:
• underweight – <5th percentile
• healthy weight – 5th to <85th
percentile
• overweight – 85th to <95th
percentile
• obese – ≥95th percentile.
Additional information about
BMI-for-age is available from the
CDC website including a BMI calculator
for children and teenagers.

Childhood obesity in New
Mexico
Childhood obesity is a serious
problem in New Mexico. According
to the CDC,
the 2015-2016
prevalence
of obesity in
New Mexico in
children and
adolescents
between the
ages of 2-19
was 18.5%. The
prevalence was
even higher in
the non-Hispanic black
and Hispanic
populations
(22.0% and
25.8% respectively). According to the most recent
report (2018) from the New Mexico
Department of Health (NMDOH), the
prevalence of obesity of children
increased between kindergarten
and third grade, especially among
American Indian and Hispanic
continued on page 5

“Half of New Mexico is considered a food desert. Albuquerque, New Mexico’s largest city, ranks 4th among
100 metro areas in the United States with the highest rates of difficulty accessing fresh fruits and vegetables in households with children.”
NM Department of Health (March 2018). The Weight of Our Children: New Mexico Childhood Obesity 2017 Update
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Holistic Care
Kindness
No one has
ever become
poor by giving.

Anne Frank

How Kindness Enhances Our
Health
Melissa Reitz, MSN, FNP-BC

O

ver the past decade healthcare has expanded from not only curing
disease but also to preventing disease. While many practitioners
focus on supplements, exercise and water intake, there is likely
more to the equation than the physical aspects of wellness.

2019 conference to focus on kindness
This year NMNPC has invited an expert on kindness to present at our
annual conference in 2019. In preparation, I thought it would be an excellent time to look at the evidence-based literature around the importance
of both giving and receiving kindness.

Research supporting KBM

Be kind, for
everyone you
meet is fighting a
harder battle.

Plato
Words have
the power to
both destroy
& heal. When
words are
both true &
kind, they can
change our
world.

Buddha

Kindness based meditation (KBM) is one way to implement kindness into
your life every day. American psychologist Tara Brach is an expert on the
use of loving kindness meditation and is the founder of Insight Meditation.
She’s written two exceptional books on the subject and offers free guided
meditations through her website and podcast (see resources at the end of
this article for additional information).
Galante, et al. (2014) conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis
on KMB and found that it benefits individuals through its effects on well-being and social interaction. In 2016, researchers concluded that being kind
to others causes a small but significant improvement in subjective wellbeing (Curry, 2016).

Integrating kindness into our practices
So how do we as healthcare providers begin to incorporate acts of kindness into our day to day work flow? An incredibly easy option would be to
put inspiring quotes in your clinic rooms, break areas and office. Begin to
ask patients if they have kindness in their lives, and if they don’t, provide
resources to expand their understanding of what kindness looks like and
how they can learn more about integrating these acts into their lives.

Conclusion
In recognizing the scope of kindness, one website says kindness is
• All around us
• Impactful and measurable
• Infinite, with imagination
• Serious and seriously funny
• Sometimes surprising
• A choice for everyone
This encompassing nature of kindness is supported by research. Studies
prove that extending kindness to our co-workers, our patients (and most
importantly to ourselves) enhances our quality of life. So why not give it a
try?
References & Additional Resources
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NP Spotlight
Elena Fisher
September Member Spotlight

E
The
spotlight
is on . . .

lena Fisher is a family nurse
practitioner from Albuquerque, New Mexico. She
currently works at the New Mexico
Veterans Health Administration in
gastroenterology.

Education & career
Elena started her career in critical care nursing after graduating
from the University of New Mexico.
In 2007, she received a Masters in
Nursing as a Family Nurse Practitioner from the University of California San Francisco (UCSF). She
started working in gastroenterology by happenstance. UCSF had
an opening in gastroenterology
so Elena applied for the position,
learning from a supportive group
of providers. This began her focus
on care of patients with inflammatory bowel disease.

Outside interests
Eventually Elena
returned home to
New Mexico to
be closer to her
family where her
hobbies include
biking, running,
hiking, skiing,
cooking, baking
and playing with
her five year
old.

Professional
activities

Elena Fisher
4
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Elena says that
what she likes
most about her
job is “stomping
out disease!” and her
patients at the Veterans
Hospital are grateful. She’s a
member of the American Gastroenterological Association, Crohn’s and
Colitis Foundation, Woman In IBD
Task Force, American Association

of Nurse Practitioners and Sigma
Theta Tau.
Her goals include obtaining her
doctorate and working to advance
nursing care through research and
development of clinical expertise
with standardized training. She
would also like to advance public
health and wellness through local
action committees and board
membership.

Thoughts on being an NP
If Elena could say one thing to her
younger self it would be, “Be confident in what you know and don’t
know. Ask questions and don’t be
afraid to voice your opinion no
matter whose company you are in.”
She relates her two best moments
ever as a nurse practitioner. The
first was seeing her pregnant
patient with inflammatory bowel
disease come back to the clinic
with her newborn. She was feeling
well after years of battle with her
disease.
The second moment was recognizing a patient who was suicidal
and helping him get the same day
mental health help he needed. We
are so grateful to have Elena as
part of our healthcare community
where she represents nurse practitioners at the Veterans Administration and in our broader community.

Thank you, Elena!

continued from page 2

children. For example, the obesity
prevalence among American Indian
third-grade students was 37.8% in
2017 – a 39% increase from 2016.

Etiology of obesity
Less than 1 percent of children and
adolescents with obesity have an
identified endocrine cause. Endocrine disorders causing obesity
include hypothyroidism, cortisol
medication, Cushing syndrome,
growth hormone deficiency and
pseudo-hypoparathyroidism. There
is increasing evidence to support a
role for metabolic programming in
the development of obesity. Metabolic programming refers to the
concept that environmental and
nutritional influences during critical
periods in development, particularly
during gestation, can have permanent effects on an individual’s
predisposition to obesity and metabolic disease.

ties for elementary school age and
preschool children throughout the
state. HKHC serves 15 counties and
5 tribal communities, reaching over
57,000 children (37% of the New
Mexico public elementary school
population).

Summary
The disparate experience of obesity
within the US population should
be a prioritized focus of prevention and treatment efforts. It is
vitally important to address obesity
by identifying and focusing on
those populations who are most
impacted. Overcoming obesity
disparities is an important concentrated effort that includes policy,
system and environmental strategies.

What can we do?
Obese children are more likely to
grow up to be obese adults and
poor health habits in childhood can
lead to lifelong health problems.
The NMDOH’s Obesity Nutrition and
Physical Activity Program (ONAPA)
partners with community coalitions
in New Mexico to expand healthy
eating and physical activity.
This program addresses
balance and encourages parents to
make sure children get adequate
sleep, limit sedentary activities like
watching to television or playing
video games to no more than two
hours a day, take part in regular
physical activity and get appropriate caloric intake. Parents can
substitute higher nutrient, lower
calorie foods such as fruit and
vegetables in place of foods with
higher-calorie ingredients such
as added sugars and solid fats.
Parents can also serve children
fruits and vegetables at meals and
as snacks and ensure access to
water as a no-calorie alternative to
sugar-sweetened beverages.
New Mexico launched Healthy
Kids Healthy Communities (HKHC)
in 2011 to address childhood obesity
by working directly with local
communities to increase healthy
eating and active living opportuni-

Nurse practitioners in New
Mexico can do much to address
childhood obesity by identifying
the problem, educating parents
and children and creating support
groups.

Additional References
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Clinical Corner
CCMS Certification
Culinary Medicine — Defining a New Certification
CCMS denotes a health
care professional expert
in nutrition, culinary
techniques & the real-world
constraints our patients
face
Cathy Wisner, PhD, FNP-BC

A

s we were hiking across Scotland this summer, my friend,
fellow adventurer and family
practitioner told me about a new
certification for licensed health care
providers, Certified Culinary Medicine Specialist (CCMS). Being an
amateur chef with a lifelong love of
food and good health, I was immediately intrigued and our conversations continued for the week of the
hike.

What is culinary medicine?
Culinary Medicine is a new concept,
with only a handful of providers
currently certified. As the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) definition
states (2016), it’s not integrative
medicine, but a new evidencedbased field in medicine:
Culinary medicine is not
nutrition, dietetics, or
preventive, integrative, or
internal medicine, nor is it
the culinary arts or food
science. It does not have a
single dietary philosophy; it
does not reject prescription
medication; it is not simply
about good cooking, flavors
or aromas; nor is it solely
about the food matrices in
which micronutrients, phytonutrients, and macronutrients are found.
Instead, culinary medicine
is a new evidence-based
field in medicine that blends
the art of food and cooking
with the science of medicine.
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Culinary medicine is aimed
at helping people reach good
personal medical decisions
about accessing and eating
high-quality meals that help
prevent and treat disease
and restore well-being.

Becoming a CCMS
I’ve started the Tulane University
60 credit modules and can see
how relevant the content is to our
practice in medicine and wellness. (Click on the Tulane graphic
below right for more information on
these modules.) The cost is modest
($2400 plus additional testing and
conference costs) and the modules
provide excellent science-based
articles and supportive materials
for patient teaching.

What is a CCMS?
Tulane defines the CCMS as “ . . .
clinicians who have a unique foundation for incorporating healthy
eating into patients’ diets: comprehensive knowledge of nutrition and
the culinary techniques to prepare
food that is consistent with realworld budgets, time constraints, and
nutritional ideals.” They list physicians, advance practice registered
nurses, nurse practitioners, registered nurses, physician assistants,
registered dietitians, pharmacists
and certified diabetes educators as
eligible for certification.
NIH further states that:
Culinary medicine, like
prescribed exercise, should
become another tool in a
clinician’s toolkit. One such
format for writing culinary
medicine prescriptions is
FOOD: Frequency (of the
food, beverage, or meal to
be eaten); Objective (its
goal); Options (how much,
and different methods to

prepare, serve, shop for it,
or grow it); Duration (how
many times per day, week,
or month the prescription
should be consumed). This
format is simple to follow and
patterned after how clinicians prescribe medication.

Conclusion
As I’m winding down my current
practice as a manager of nurse
practitioners providing in-home
health risk assessments, I’m exploring how to combine my life-long
learning and talents with this new
certification. I plan on having some
fun! And I encourage you to further
explore how to enhance your practice with Culinary Medicine, either
by becoming certified or by finding
CCMS professionals to help your
patients. One of the first modules
I completed was on billing and
coding, so there’s a way to enhance
practice and get reimbursed for
counseling using the methods you
learn. Go explore!

“Culinary medicine
should become
another tool in a
clinician’s toolkit.”
NIH

NMNPC
Board of Directors Update
Monthly Meeting Highlights
June 2018
•
•

•
•

•

•

Review of financials revealed lower net profit
for the 2018 annual conference, likely due to
geographical barrier to attendance.
APRN Compact meeting on June 9 noted. Discussion included initial list of pros & cons developed at the meeting. Board approved an ad
hoc committee to review & verify this document
for distribution to NMNPC members. The Board
approved a motion to oppose the Compact as
proposed.
Region 3 is using NMNPC’s GoToMeeting to
increase attendance by members outside the
meeting geographic location.
NPs in Region 3 are pursuing representation on
the Executive Committee at Memorial Medical
Center & plan to pursue this option at Mountain
View next.
Melissa Rietz will assume the AANP State Representative position when Anita Ralstin’s term
concludes following the June AANP National
Conference.
Discussed New Mexico’s transition to CE Broker
including the possibility that they may only
recognize certain organizations’ CE.

•
•

August 2018
•

•

•

July 2018
•
•
•

•

•
•

The Board offered resources to Region 3 to use
in their pursuit to amend hospital bylaws to give
NPs representation on executive committees.
Membership Committee noted that growth over
the past 5 years has been good.
AANP Representative Melissa Rietz attended the
dinner held at the AANP National Conference for
other NM NPs in attendance NMNPC supported
the dinner.
Discussion regarding recent problems with
several individuals’ information data transfer to
the new Nursys verification & licensure system
adopted by the NM Board of Nursing. The Board
agreed that NMNPC should encourage all NPs to
obtain accounts with Nursys & verify their information.
NMNA is supporting midwives ability to participate in Suboxone certification. Their annual
meeting will be in Albuquerque in September.
Linda Siegle reported on Governor’s recent
executive order to review all professional licensing. She is analyzing the APRN Compact & the
combined comments of the ad hoc committee
whose members reviewed the document.

The Board discussed possible support for end
of life legislation in next legislative session &
directed a survey of members on this issue.
Suggestion for the Policy & Procedure Committee to incorporate language in the preceptor
policy that they prioritize students who will work
in NM after graduation.

•

•
•

•

•

The Board discussed recent NMNPC membership trends & recognized that percentage of
membership is consistent with that of other state
organizations. Discussed strategies to increase
membership & further ways to provide value to
members.
Region Representatives reported on recent
activities in their respective Regions, including the plan for Region 2 to have a meeting in
conjunction with the NMNPC Fall Conference in
Taos. Region 3 reported on progress in meeting with Memorial Hospital regarding bylaws
changes to identify NPs as Licensed Independent Practitioners vs their current designation as
Allied Health Personnel.
Education Committee met August 7 via GoToMeeting & discussed program outline for the
2019 Spring Conference. They are currently
focusing on identifying a keynote speaker.
Website Committee submitted a written report
summarizing recent work on improving content
& navigation. About 150 individuals have
accessed the website since the re-design & this
should be an adequate number to survey to get
data to direct further improvements.
Policy & Procedure Committee continues to work
on policies as directed by the Board.
AANP Representative Melissa Rietz reported that
nominations are open for AANP State Awards for
Excellence & encouraged everyone to consider
possible nominees so we can have multiple
nominees for each award this year.
NMNA will coordinate a Nursing Community
Policy meeting on August 18 to look at a range
of issues in preparation for the 2019 legislative
session. NMNA Annual Meeting will be September 28.
Work on analyzing the APRN Compact continues
& four NMNPC Board members will attend the
Nursing Community Policy meeting on August 18
to discuss this.
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Committee Reports
Education Committee
The Education Committee met via GoToMeeting on August 7, 2018 and discussed the outline
for the 2019 Spring Conference. Currently the
committee is focused on identifying and confirming a keynote speaker, but we also need speakers for a variety of topics. The committee urges
members to watch for the abstract proposal to
present at the 2019 Spring Conference – Rachel
Bevan will likely send it out in the next 1 to 2
months. Our next meeting will be on Tuesday,
October 2 to discuss further updates to the
agenda.
We welcome participation on the Education
Committee conference planning calls from all NPs
as we want to have a conference that is relevant
for members and provides opportunities to hear
the latest evidence-based practice. Registration
is open for the fall conference on November 16 in
Taos and the committee looks forward to seeing
members there.

getting information about issues relevant to NPs in New
Mexico are most useful. We’ll continue to assess the website
and pay close attention to any feedback we receive. If
any website visitors have feedback or suggestions, please
contact the webmaster.

Celebrate NP Week
Fall Conference
November 16
El Monte Sagrado

Scholarship Committee
The Scholarship Committee is accepting applications for the two Fall Conference subsides
that cover the conference registration fee. These
subsidies are available to members who need
financial assistance to attend. The deadline to
apply is October 16. More information and the
application are available here.
We’ll begin accepting applications for the
Candelario Garcia and Myrna Woods NP student
scholarships on October 15. These scholarships
are available to student members enrolled in
a program that prepares nurse practitioners.
Apply now – who can’t use an $500 when you’re
in school? More information and the applications
are available here.

Website Committee
The website committee continues to review
content, navigation and aesthetics. As we identify
issues that can be improved, we’re addressing
those. We’re currently working on assessing the
most user-friendly approach to implementing
the recently approved policy and procedure
on preceptors on our website. In addition, the
committee is looking at new content pages that
may be useful to members.
We developed and distributed a survey to
150 members who had accessed the website
since June 4 when we fully implemented our
redesigned website. To date, we’ve only had 8
responses, too few to provide meaningful data,
but these few responses seem to suggest that
website features related to membership, CE, and
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Taos, New Mexico
(Registration limited to 100)

Click here to register.
Can’t make it to Taos?

Attend via Webinar!

Register for the webinar here.

Guest Editorial
Once Upon A Time
Caring is Fundamental to Nursing
Ann Green, FNP-BC

O

nce upon a time there were no nurses, at least
not as recognized entities. Then Florence
Nightingale published Notes on Nursing in 1859.
And once upon time there were no nurse practitioners.
Then Loretta Ford became the first nurse practitioner
and co-founded the first nurse practitioner program at
the University of Colorado in 1965.

NP practice in New Mexico & the United State
The concept of “no nurse practitioners” in New Mexico
is a very difficult one for those who have had independent practice for decades. As advanced practice
nurses, we have so much for which to be thankful.
There are now 23 states with full practice, 16 states
with reduced practice, and 12 states with restricted
practice. We’re so fortunate in New Mexico to have
had aggressive, assertive predecessors who paved
our way and politically savvy people like our lobbyist
who are constantly and untiringly vigilant in protecting
our accomplishments.

Nursing fundamentals
However, I want to take a step back and remind all of
our advanced practice nurses that we were registered
nurses first. Do you recall the following processes and
concepts that our nursing instructors taught us were
fundamental to the practice of nursing?
•
Nursing process
•
Caring
•
Communication and documentation
•
Teaching and learning
•
Culture and spirituality

Caring in nursing
In my 48 years as a nurse and 26 years as an
advanced practice nurse, caring has always been
the primary focus of my nursing career. Caring is
the concept that motivated Florence and Loretta to
service; caring is what defines nurses and nursing;
caring is the core concept that differentiates our
fundamental approach to patients from that of other
healthcare professionals.
My favorite theorist from BSN to PhD was always Dr.
Jean Watson and her Theory of Human Caring (1979,
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado). When I
presented my doctoral research in Montreal, Canada
I had highest honor and privilege I could imagine –
meeting Dr. Watson and having a photo taken with her.
When I embarked on that doctoral dissertation, my

hope was to have a qualitative approach with caring
as the focus of my research but my graduate program
was adjacent to a medical school and the majority of
the research there was quantitative. After many long
hours of discussion with my dissertation committee,
my study became a blend of both.

NPs are still RNs
When nurses step into an advanced practice role, we
don’t give up being nurses or assume a “better than
nurses” position. Instead, we move into a different
environment with additional expectations and responsibilities.
Unfortunately, with the demands of our profession as advanced practice nurses, circumstances
often force us to step into a medical model with the
expectation that we’ll see a patient every 15 minutes.
In these situations, where are the processes that we
learned are fundamental to nursing? We have to
complete documentation and often have no time for
other important processes. The bottom line is that we
may find there’s little or no time for communication,
teaching, culture, or spirituality – but as nurses we can
surely continue to care!

“. . . caring has always
been the primary
focus of my nursing
career.”
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Regional Corner
News & Activities
Region 1 Counties
San Juan • Rio Arriba • McKinley • Sandoval • Los Alamos • Cibola • Valencia

Rose Saltclah, FNP-BC

1

We’ll have our next meeting October 25. Virginia Valentine, CNP will be our honored
speaker, sponsored by Lilly Pharmaceutical. Her topic will be Trulicity: Once-Weekly
Injectable Option For Adults with Type 2 Diabetes. At this meeting, we’ll also welcome
Region 1 member Melissa Rietz, FNP-BC into her new role as the New Mexico AANP State
Representative. If you have any questions or suggestions, please contact me at Region1@
NMNPC.org.

NMNPC welcomes Rose to her new position
as Region 1 Representative!

Region 2 Counties
Taos • Colfax • Union • Santa Fe • Mora • Harding • Torrance • Guadalupe • Quay • Curry

Kimberly Lopez, FNP-BC

2

We structured our June meeting at Second Street Brewery as a meet-and-greet to
discuss and assess the needs for those in the Northeastern part of the state. Feedback
included looking for sponsors for upcoming meetings, and considering how to better
support NPs in the area such as through an event or educational means.
We’re going to take advantage of the fact that the upcoming NMNPC Fall Conference on
November 16 will be in Taos. Because Taos is part of Region 2, we’ll take advantage of being
at the conference by parlaying the sponsored brunch the day after the conference into an
opportunity to bring Region 2 members together. Please join us Saturday, November 17th
at 10:00 AM for the Region 2 meeting, followed by the Gilead sponsored brunch at 10:30
AM in the Sandoval Room at El Monte Sagrado. Cindy Hartsfield, PhD will present Advanced
Fibrosis Due to NASH: Unmet Medical Needs. Please RSVP to me at klopez@lfmctr.org, or (505)
690-3771. If you’re unable to attend, feel free to email or call with suggestions or concerns.

Do you have ideas for how NMNPC can more effectively involve NPs throughout the
state in important issues? If you do, contact your Regional Representative.
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Region 3 Counties
Chacon • Socorro • Grant • Sierra • Hidalgo • Luna • Doña Ana

Elicia Currier, ACNP-BC

3

NMNPC lobbyist Linda Siegle will be in Las Cruces on October 11 to meet with area NPs
at La Posta Restuarant at 6:30 pm to discuss our efforts to change local hospital bylaws
redefining the hospital staff privileges and positions of NPs. She’ll also meet with hospital administrators the following day to continue our diaglog with them. If you have questions or suggestions, please contact me at Region3@NMNPC.org.

Region 4 Counties
Lincoln • De Baca • Roosevelt • Otero • Chavez • Eddy • Lea

Shawnna Read, ACNP-BC, FNP-BC

4

Greetings from southeast New Mexico. Region 4 hosted Danielle Gilliam, PharmD, MPH,
Senior Medical Liaison with Novo Nordisk on Monday, July 16. Six Region 4 NPs attended
her dinner presentation, Obesity: A Disease State Overview. The next Region 4 meeting
will be Monday, October 15. Please join us!

Region 5 County
Bernalillo

Michelle Peacock, FNP-BC

5

Hello Region 5 members! Can you believe summer is over so fast? We’ve been
busy at the New Mexico Nurse Practitioner Council planning events, advocating at the
local and national level and looking at proposed legislation that affects all of us as
nurse practitioners. Merck hosted our most recent Region 5 meeting. Dr. Heather Bartos
presented The Importance of Health Care Provider–Patient Dialogue in Contraceptive
Selection. Our meeting started with a social period to network and then we discussed the
region updates and looked ahead at legislative proposals. Our next meeting on October
18 will be a social event only, giving us more time to network, brainstorm ideas for future
meetings and have some in-depth conversations about legislative concerns coming up
in 2019. I hope to start our January meeting with a class on trigger point injections. As
always, my goal as your Region 5 Representative is to be your advocate and your voice.
Our meetings provide an opportunity to build our nurse practitioner community and
maintain our professionalism and growth. If you have suggestions or topics you would
like to know about and/or have suggestions for speakers, please email me at Region5@
NMNPC.org.
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Representative Report
AANP
AANP Representative Commits to
Support & Serve New Mexico NPs
Melissa Rietz, MSN, FNP-BC

B

y way of introduction, my
name is Melissa Rietz and
I’ve been working closely
with NMNPC since moving to New
Mexico in 2013. I’ve been an active
board member and continue to
work closely with NMNPC on both
the conference and newsletter
committees.
I moved to New Mexico because
I love the area and I was very
disturbed by the reality of working
in a state that did not yet permit
full practice for NPs. I’m fully
committed to working tirelessly to
ensure that we maintain our full
practice status, and to continued
expansion of our role in NM.
I want every NP in New Mexico
to know that their voice makes a
difference and to have a venue
to voice their accomplishments,
concerns, and opinions. Our sense
of community is one of our greatest strengths and together we can
move mountains!

AANP National Conference
AANP held their National Conference in July in Denver, Colorado
and nurse practitioners from New
Mexico were able to gather for
a fantastic dinner thanks to the
support of NMNPC. We hope to
have this type of meeting each
year at the AANP Conference for
our members and look forward to
seeing you next year in Indianapolis, Indiana!

State Excellence Awards
AANP is accepting nominations
for the 2019 NP State Award for
Excellence & Advocate State Award
for Excellence. These prestigious
awards recognize an NP for excellence in clinical practice and an NP
advocate for a significant contribution toward increasing awareness
and recognition of NPs. Click here
for more information or to nominate yourself or a colleague.

More about AANP efforts for
NPs
If you have not already registered
at NPFinder please consider registering. Click here for more information or to register. This is a free
service from AANP and an excellent way for patients to find NPs in
their area!
Have you seen the new ad
campaign from AANP? If not,
please take a few minutes and
watch it today here. This is another
fantastic way to promote our
profession and sharing with
patients why they should choose
an NP!

2018 NP Week
Finally, NP Week is November 11 to
17. I’ll be at the Fall Conference in
Taos and would love to meet you!
If you’re attending, please take the
opportunity to stop by to say hello
and let me know how I can better
serve you in your NP role.

NMNPC welcomes Melissa as our incoming
AANP State Representative!
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Special Report
Medicaid Expansion
The Role of Medicaid Expansion in Opioid Addiction
& Treatment
Kate Goldblum, MSN, FNP-BC

A

lthough New Mexico’s rate
of drug overdose deaths has
been decreasing slightly over
the past several years, we continue
to have a significant problem in our
state. There’s been a lot of discussion about how to curb addiction
and death rates, including the
suggestion that increasing access
to health insurance would make
it affordable for patients to seek
appropriate care.

Evidence on results of expansion
The evidence that Medicaid expansion can facilitate access to appropriate pain management and opioid
addiction treatment is compelling. Medicaid expansion was an
important part of the Affordable
Care Act (ACA) – commonly called
Obamacare. As
NPs in
New

Mexico
undoubtedly
know, our state is one
of 34 states (including the District
of Columbia) that have embraced
Medicaid expansion.
When New Mexico implemented
the expansion, the number of individuals covered under the Medicaid
program increased greatly, now
covering almost 300,000 more
individuals than prior to expansion.

That means there are 300,000
more people who can access health
care that they couldn’t previously
afford – 300,000 more people
who can seek care to maintain and
promote their health.
This is not only a compassionate
goal, but also one that will reduce
overall health care costs by keeping people healthier and avoiding more costly care in the future.
Consequently, efforts to roll back
the increased health insurance
coverage that occurred following passage of the ACA are very
concerning.

Partisan rhetoric causes confusion
The highly partisan rhetoric on
these issues can cloud the reality
of what’s best for our patients individually and for our communities
collectively. The increasing
number of outright
falsehoods
perpetuated
by politicians
across
the
political
spectrum only
worsens
the confusion
surrounding these
issues.
Regardless of political beliefs,
NPs need to participate in health
policy discussions with knowledge
based on the best evidence available – not on the often-misleading
statements that spread quickly in
the current atmosphere of non-stop
news available via the Internet and
social media.

Increasing access to care
It makes logical sense that increasing access to good health care
would be effective in reducing
reliance on opioids for treatment
of pain and in treating opioid
addiction – both of which should
in turn reduce the number of
deaths related to opioid overdose.
However, accessing care is difficult
or impossible for patients who don’t
have health insurance or who have
inadequate or substandard coverage.
Despite the valid-seeming logic
that improving access to care will
result in improved health outcomes,
some have suggested that the
Medicaid expansion would increase
access to opioids for pain management and worsen this already-enormous problem – or even that
increased coverage actually
caused the opioid epidemic in the
first place. However, the evidence
seems to support the opposite –
the increase in health care coverage that resulted from expanding
Medicaid is actually an effective
strategy in decreasing the serious
issues of opioid addiction and overdose deaths.

Responsibility to be informed
Now more than ever, it’s imperative
that we don’t simply accept what
we hear or read without question.
It’s incumbent on all of us to seek
out good information from trusted
sources.
To that end, I’ve listed abbreviated references at the end of
this article. Clicking on the links
will take you to the full documents
that support the information in
this article. These are all from
sources I’ve learned to know and
continued on page 14
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trust – the Henry J. Kaiser Family
Foundation (KFF), the Journal of
the American Medical Association
(JAMA) and Vox. Of course, there
are many other reliable sources of
information and data, but I hope
these resources will provide a starting point for NPs in New Mexico to
become more informed on this issue
while continuing to seek additional
information.
It’s incumbent on all of us to be
well informed so we can continue
to be our patients’ best advocates
when it comes to supporting health
policies that are good for them and
for all of New Mexico.

Links to Complete References
Antonisse et al. (2018 Mar 28). The
Effects of Medicaid Expansion
under the ACA: Updated Findings
from a Literature Review. KKF.
Fact Sheet: Medicaid in New Mexico
(2017 June). KKF.
Lopez (2018 Jan 17). Senate Republicans are trying to blame Medicaid for the opioid epidemic. Vox.
Lopez (2018 Aug 28). A new study
debunks Republican claims about
Medicaid and opioids. Vox.
Nonelderly Adults with Opioid Addiction Covered by Medicaid Were
Twice as Likely as Those with Private Insurance or the Uninsured
to Have Received Treatment in
2016 (2018 Apr 12). KKF.
Saloner et al. (2018). Changes in Buprenorphine-Naloxone and Opioid
Pain Reliever Prescriptions After
the Affordable Care Act Medicaid
Expansion. JAMA.

APRN Compact
Download the Advanced Practice Registered Nurse Compact to read
the proposal. You can also download the analysis by NMNPC
lobbyist Linda Siegle. Ms. Siegle used input from the NMNPC
ad hoc committee members each of
whom individually read the document
& annotated multiple concerns they
identified during their examinations of
the proposed Compact.

Nursys Licensure & Verification System
NMNPC urges all NPs to create an account with Nursys (click
here to create an account with Nursys eNotify). Once you’ve created your account you can
sign in to download a report
on your RN & NP licenses
or to verify your profile &
license information. You’ll
need this account for renewal, so checking your data
now will help you when it’s time to renew. You can’t correct your
license information on the site – the New Mexico Board of Nursing (NMBON) must submit corrected data to Nursys. If you have
concerns about your data on Nursys, contact one of the following NMBON staff members: Monica Miller at (505) 841-9044 or
William Duran at (505) 841-9051. NMNPC requests that you email
us a brief summary of any issues you encounter so we can continue to monitor the new system.

Zur & Tolbert (2018 Apr 11). The Opioid Epidemic and Medicaid’s Role
in Facilitating Access to Treatment. KKF.

Nominations for the AANP State Excellence Awards
are open. For more information or to nominate yourself or a colleague, click here. Deadline is October 10!
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March 31
to
April 2

2019
Save These Dates!
Plan Now to Attend the
NMNPC Annual Conference
Changing Lives: Knowledge, Skills & Simple Acts of Caring

For more information click here.
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Social Media
NMNPC
Be sure to follow us on
Facebook, Twitter & LinkedIn!
@NMNPCouncil on Twitter
@NMNPC on Facebook

Our Facebook, Twitter & LinkedIn accounts have been very active and
we’re regularly posting the monthly Regional meetings happening
around the state. It’s a great way to get everyone engaged in events at
the regional level!

NMNPC Fall Conference hash tag
#NPWeekConf2018
Keep in touch with other members attending & see pictures of the event!
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